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INTERVIEW
—Benito Orihuel, Citrosol
bles such as peppers and tomatoes
into a Critical Control Point (CCP)
to enhance food safety, and extend
the shelf-life of the product, while
reducing water consumption.
Additionally we are introducing
the concept of precision agriculture
in the postharvest practices with
the development 4.0 application
equipment.
I am also immensely proud that
we have developed the first plant
coatings certified for organic farming use, Citrosol AK Bio and Citrosol
AK V Bio, which reduce skin damage
caused during coldstorage and refrigerated transportation, and greatly
increase the shelf-life of the fruit.
Finally, I believe the postharvest technologies and processes
developed during my time as quality manager at Anecoop helped contribute to the commercial success of
the Kaki Persimmon sector.
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Orihuel reflects on a career at the forefront
of innovation in postharvest.
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most important achievement in

since per capita fruit consumption

postharvest in recent years?

should keep increasing along with
the global trade in fruit.

BO:

Undoubtedly

the

are no longer the same!
Is there something that you have not achieved
throughout your career that you regret?

greatest

advances have been in the ability to

Will you find it difficult to pass the

reduce food waste caused by weight

reins to others?

loss, fruit rot or fungal pathogens

BO: Well, there are always new ideas to develop, or to
finish developing. But time is limited, it is the only thing

during coldstorage and transpor-

BO: No. On the one hand I believe

we cannot buy, and we also owe our time to family,

tation. Secondly, I’d say the devel-
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I am truly satisfied with what I

BO: I will continue collaborating part-time with Citro-
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sol as a senior postharvest advisor, but I will be able to
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will go on; with the use of green
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ering getting involved in an open innovation project. _

How do you envision the future of
postharvest treatments?

chemistry, chemicals either residue
free, i.e. our Citrocides, or that leave

OPPOSITE—Benito

on the fruit skin minimal quantities

Orihuel started

of GRAS (Generally Regarded As

and ends his

Safe) chemicals, introduction of safe
natural compounds, physical methods, and biological control.
A more difficult prediction is

career at Citrosol
ABOVE—The

company’s stateof-the-art facility
at Potrìes, near

whether the treatments will take

Valencia

place in gas form, fogging or smoke

RIGHT—Orihuel is

generators, etc., or if water will continue to be the more common vehicle for application. Additionally I

looking forward
to spending more
time with family
and friends

think postharvest chemicals and
coatings will be used even more
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